Ford focus zx3 review

The Ford Focus is a wonderful small car that's fun to drive, frugal with fuel and offered in such a
wide variety of configurations it would be hard not to find one that suits your needs. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Focus. Generic interior styling,
performance-bargain 2. The new model year ushers in some significant changes for the Ford
Focus. Exteriors have been updated with revised fascias and trim, and the car's oddball interior
design has been replaced by more sedate and sophisticated furnishings. Last year's diverse
engine lineup has been scrapped in favor of an all-new PZEV-rated 2. A performance-oriented
ST sedan has been added to take the place of the discontinued SVT Focus hatchbacks; it
features a hp incarnation of last year's excellent 2. The 2. In other news, the typically confusing
array of trim levels and packages has been organized into logical and consistent trim lines,
standardized across all body styles. New audio systems, increased interior storage and tweaked
suspension tuning round out this year's midcycle makeover. Read more. Sign Up. Each ranking
was based on 9 categories. Here is the summary of top rankings. I've had her for over two years
and she's been so reliable and wonderful. There is so much cargo room and the seats are very
comfortable. Her transmission is gorgeous and her 2. Pros: Drives more like a car than a station
wagon! She has never let me down, I've driven her every day for two and a half years. I drive it
daily for college and drive it like a grandma. The car has loved me back as much as I have loved
it. Would recommend getting a focus or a similar model. Pros: Economy car for someone who
needs space to haul things as well as carry people. Good Family Car â€” The ride and durability
is great on the car. It make a good family car at the right size and the right price for them. They
have a Mazda motor in them which makes it very peppy. This is why I recommend. Pros: They
have a Mazda motor in them which makes it very peppy. Perfect Daily Commuter â€” We bought
this car brand new in on year end clearance. Fully independent suspension makes it very fun to
drive despite lacking some power. Check engine light has never lit up yet. No issues
whatsoever with this vehicle. Back seat is tight for adults, but seats fold down making lots of
cargo room. Pros: Bulletproof, perfect commuter, reliability, Car and Drivers 10 best in , fuel
economy. Cons: noisy interior at highway speeds, needs 50 more horsepower. It A Great
Everyday Car â€” nothing really bad about the car it does have a ton of storage space that you
wouldn't expect. I used this car to travel back and forth to play hockey and would often
transport my friends and their equipment as well as mine. Great 1st Car â€” Like the forgiving
shifting. Dislike the ignition sticking around k miles. I also broke off the driver's window lever
clean off, haha now I have to replace the entire door assembly. And thank goodness I got the
window rolled all the way up before it broke! Pros: Being a stick shift, it is very forgiving and
easy to go from gear to gear. My first car, it has been a trooper! Cons: Small car, limited room
for book bags and friends. Over all it was a great commuter for work, school, and a weekend trip
to the bay area. Dependable, Solid, Car Worth The Price â€” Maintenance cost were fair, fuel
economy was great, and it was a very dependable car. The biggest issue was the lack of cargo
space, even though it is a small sedan, you can't fit hardly anything past a large suitcase in it.
Cons: Awkward trunk and rear door shapes keep you from being able to move anything. With A
Little Speed. Had thought it was the 2. Makes decent power. Highway speeds it has decent
passing power for a small 4cyl. Rust has taken it's toll. The rockers are both non existant, on
both sides, the rear trailing arms seem like their rotted or broken. Did the two tone Paint to hide
the rust as best I could. My sisters entire college dorm, for 2 years. It's been an excellent beater.
Would love to have one with a 5spd, and the 2. Pros: Interior Size, Cargo Room. Speaker Layout
and size 5x7's , Good Heater, Drivetrain layout, made it quite good in deep snow. Cons: Thin
metal, Crappy Factory paint and clearcoat. Over All A Great Buy â€” i love this car got a great
deal and have had very little problems i bought it new. I passed on this car when I realized Ford
is still using the trouble-prone PowerShift automatic transmission. FoMoCo may be rich enough
to keep repairing them under their customer satisfaction program Read More. Great car and
great price. Has the features that you need. Incredible value for the money. You get very similar
performance with a Recaro leather This car is very well built with many features that are on
higher end cars for a more competitive price. I love my Ford Focus. It has been one of the most
reliable cars I have ever owned. I have had mine for 8 years. The only things I have had to do to
it is regular oil changes, fluid fills, and replace The control arm baring is completely torn and is
barely holding on. Unsafe to test drive. I really satisfied,Friendly service, fair pric and great car.
Is great on gas and its very quick! I love this model. I even took a nap in the backseat!!! Love the
car it smooth comfortable couldnt ask for anything more Read More. Have you driven a Ford
Focus? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories.
Clear selections. Molovesroe writes:. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros:
Drives more like a car than a station wagon! Cons: Need to replace the O2 censor. Is this
helpful? Yes No. Poshhh writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Economy car for
someone who needs space to haul things as well as carry people. Cons: Not a lot of power or

pickup. Cons: It is a little noisy. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Bulletproof, perfect
commuter, reliability, Car and Drivers 10 best in , fuel economy. Primary Use: Commuting to
work Pros: good gas mileage and low fuel cost. Cons: not the coolest or fastest car. Ashley
writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Being a stick shift, it is very forgiving and easy
to go from gear to gear. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Economical, compact. Cons:
Low Safety due to size. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Great mechanically and
dependable car. Rich writes:. Cons: very small. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 7 Ford
Focus reviews. Read all 3 Ford Focus reviews. Read all 5 Ford Focus reviews. Read all 4 Ford
Focus reviews. Read all 22 Ford Focus reviews. Cars compared to Ford Focus. Related Models
For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Ford Focus to Related Models. Select Year
Yes No Looking for a Used Focus in your area? Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: They
have a Mazda motor in them which makes it very peppy Cons: It is a little noisy 4 of 4 people
found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Bulletproof, perfect
commuter, reliability, Car and Drivers 10 best in , fuel economy Cons: noisy interior at highway
speeds, needs 50 more horsepower 19 of 19 people found this review helpful. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: good gas mileage and low fuel cost Cons: not the coolest or fastest
car 9 of 11 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Great
mechanically and dependable car Cons: Awkward trunk and rear door shapes keep you from
being able to move anything 3 of 5 people found this review helpful. I'm still impressed with the
comfort of the Recaro seats and the handling. It still has a contemporary look despite being 10
years old. Fortunately I don't have to ride in the back seat because it's too small for my 6'3" tall
body. I've done the normal maintenance, brakes, oil changes, etc Other than that the reliability
has been great. I would recommend this car as it's a fun to drive, great handling, sporty little
pocket rocket. Pros: Handles great, excellent Recaro bucket seats. Good gas mileage. Very Fun
To Drive! Gas mileage is great and plenty of "get up and go" for a 4 cylinder. I sold my saturn
and bought this I like the sporty look of this one better. Pros: I just bought this car and I love it!!
Fuel economy is awesome and handles great. I have always had 5-speed so acceleration is
always good but this one has spunk! Cons: My stereo doesn't work but that's an easy fix. Thats
What Happened Too Me. The braking is sub par with rear drum brakes, the handling is decent.
The only thing that is nice is the steering. It is tight quick and snappy. The build quality feels
low and its been almost a month and three things don't work, the window, wipers, and AC. Its
interior is basic at best, the exterior isn't great and its not sharp. Its just a compact sedan. Gas
mileage could be better. Its No better than a six cylinder of the same year. Maintenance appears
to be cheap from Google results. Its not really fun to drive, but what automatic car is. Cons:
Shitty Acceleration and overall performance. Its better then the normal focus but get the SVT its
better. I have had no problems with this one so far and don't expect any. It's very practical and
parts are easy to come by if you need them. I find the seats to be rock hard and there is no
lumbar support so for long journeys its literally a pain in the you know what. Cons: Nightmare
to repair - the engine bay was designed by committe. No Comment Till I Get Real Car â€” this is
a good little car but the problem is that its a little car but not as bad as other little eco cars. I
love the hatchback and the 2doors. Love It! Appearance -Comfy on the inside, simple on the
outside Cost of ownership - Great on gas, gotta great warranty as well. Fun Factor -Great to
cruise, not a sports car obviously. The best part is waiting for the gas to run out. Cons: none I
can think of unless if you want something fast. I passed on this car when I realized Ford is still
using the trouble-prone PowerShift automatic transmission. FoMoCo may be rich enough to
keep repairing them under their customer satisfaction program Read More. Great car and great
price. Has the features that you need. Incredible value for the money. You get very similar
performance with a Recaro leather This car is very well built with many features that are on
higher end cars for a more competitive price. I love my Ford Focus. It has been one of the most
reliable cars I have ever owned. I have had mine for 8 years. The only things I have had to do to
it is regular oil changes, fluid fills, and replace The control arm baring is completely torn and is
barely holding on. Unsafe to test drive. I really satisfied,Friendly service, fair pric and great car.
Is great on gas and its very quick! I love this model. I even took a nap in the backseat!!! Love the
car it smooth comfortable couldnt ask for anything more Read More. Have you driven a Ford
Focus? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories.
Clear selections. Tim says:. Great car loved the wagon for travelling and all and get me to work
and to my girl but in the winter it handles really good but it also burns alot more gas so its like a
V8 with only a 15 gal tank because it went from 2 or 3 weeks to not even 5 days also the
transmission failed but you would expect that after K miles on it. Power Ranked Nissan Altima
worse. Handling Ranked Nissan Altima worse. Front Seats Ranked Nissan Altima better. Back
Seats Ranked Nissan Altima better. Cargo Capacity Ranked Nissan Altima worse. Family Car
Ranked Nissan Altima better. Value Ranked Nissan Altima better. Would Buy Ranked Nissan

Altima worse. Is this helpful? Yes No. AJD writes:. Back Seats:. Cons: Small back seat. Nichole
writes:. Jeremiah writes:. Kevin writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: fun! Cons: its
a ford. Stew writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Relaibility. Tyler writes:. Cons: it
has a straight 4 engine and no power. Kate writes:. Cons: power. Justin writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: perfect handling for its size. Cons: very popular. Bruce writes:.
Reviews From Other Years. Read all 7 Ford Focus reviews. Read all 3 Ford Focus reviews. Read
all 5 Ford Focus reviews. Read all 4 Ford Focus reviews. Read all 22 Ford Focus reviews. Cars
compared to Ford Focus. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare
Ford Focus to Related Models. Select Year Yes No Looking for a Used Focus in your area?
Cons: Small back seat 14 of 15 people found this review helpful. Cons: My stereo doesn't work
but that's an easy fix 11 of 12 people found this review helpful. Cons: Shitty Acceleration and
overall performance 5 of 7 people found this review helpful. Cons: its a ford 3 of 6 people found
this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: perfect handling for its size Cons:
very popular 2 of 2 people found this review helpful. The Ford Focus is a wonderful small car
that's fun to drive, fuel efficient, and offered in such a wide variety of configurations it would be
hard not to find one that suits your needs. Available as a sedan, hatchback or wagon, Ford's
compact car debuted in with "New Edge" styling, a roomy interior and excellent road manners.
Although the car was plagued with recalls in its first couple of years, most of the nagging repair
issues have been ironed out. Designed as a "world car" that appeals to drivers in countries
around the globe, the Ford Focus has a little bit of everything. Unlike many compact cars, it
doesn't feel cheap from behind the wheel as there's plenty of road feel through its sharp
steering and tight suspension. The standard four-cylinder engine also feels more powerful than
its numbers would suggest, a trait that makes the Focus a great car for stop-and-go city driving.
The Focus impressively earned Edmunds' Most Wanted awards in , , and With four distinct body
styles, the Ford Focus has a configuration to fit just about any buyer's needs. The three-door
ZX3 is a sporty, fun-to-drive hatchback that has more room than you might expect. For easier
access to the rear seats, there's also a five-door hatch called the ZX5. Traditional sedan and
wagon models are also available for maximum passenger and cargo space. Ford's designers
did some work on the interior for , replacing the car's quirky angular dash with a more refined,
symmetrical layout. The current look is less likely to turn off buyers with conservative tastes,
but it's the same old Focus, which means easy-to-read instrumentation and simple controls.
Unfortunately, materials quality is still mediocre and there are so many different grain patterns it
looks like the place was furnished piecemeal. Build quality hasn't improved, either. In spite of
these faults, the low-entry price of the Focus, combined with its balanced handling dynamics
and functional design, makes it an economy car worth considering. It may not have the
refinement that some economy car buyers are looking for, but for those who want an
inexpensive car that doesn't look or drive like every other economy car on the road, the Ford
Focus is a worthwhile alternative. Additionally, an ST sedan is available for buyers seeking a
sportier Focus. The S includes basics like an MP3-compatible CD player, inch steel wheels and
black exterior trim. The SE adds power windows, locks and mirrors; keyless entry; air
conditioning; and a center armrest. The top-line ST sedan adds four-wheel disc brakes with ABS
and traction control, a performance-tuned suspension, sport seats and distinctive trim inside
and out. Options include a sunroof, an in-dash CD changer and leather upholstery. The
standard drivetrain in the Ford Focus is a refined 2. The ST sedan features a 2. A five-speed
manual transmission is standard across the line, and a four-speed automatic is optional on all
but the base S ZX3 hatchback and the ST sedan. Fuel economy is slightly above average for this
class, as both engines have EPA mileage ratings in the mid-to-upper 20s for city driving and
mids for highway travel. All models come with three-point belts in all five seating positions.
Optional safety equipment includes front-seat side airbags, antilock brakes and traction control
standard on the ST. In NHTSA crash testing, the sedan, wagon and ZX5 hatchback earned a
perfect five stars for driver protection and four stars for the front passenger; the ZX3 hatch
earned four stars in both categories. Regardless of trim, the Ford Focus offers a smooth ride
and above-average handling. Although the four-wheel fully independent suspension allows for
noticeable body roll while cornering, the Focus stays planted and inspires confidence. The
steering system is surprisingly quick and responsive, always providing plenty of feedback from
the road surface. The Ford Focus is roomy for its class, offering generous accommodations for
its front and rear passengers, even in three-door ZX3 models. Focus seats are chair-height and
padded to the point you'd think the seams would burst from all the stuffing. The control layout
is simple, but materials quality is unimpressive. Sound quality from the stock audio systems is
surprisingly good, and downright exceptional with the optional Audiophile system. Doing so
could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to

buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford
Focus. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford
lease specials Check out Ford Focus lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Sloppy build quality,
mismatched interior plastics, inadequate storage and cupholders, no rear head restraints, 2.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. For , an MP3-compatible CD player is standard on all models, and steering
wheel-mounted audio controls are included with CD changer-equipped systems. A new Street
Appearance package includes unique fascias, a spoiler and a bright-finish exhaust tip. Read
more. Write a review See all reviews. Noticed no recent reviews- thought i'd add mine! I've
owned this vehicle for a year now and bought it used on craigslist and got a great deal on it. The
previous owners had all records and maintained it really well with the exception of wearing out
the leather in the backseat with their children's car seats a little. I've put around 10k miles on it
and am currently at k. I've driven it from Atlanta to Key West and all over the mountains of north
Georgia and I've loved every second of it. One thing I wish I had been aware of beFORE
purchasing this wagon was the issues with the wiring harness in the rear trunk hatch. It's a
shame that Ford has not recalled effected models since it seems to be a widespread issue. I
managed to rewire mine and all seems well, but what a nightmare it was to do. Advise to anyone
thinking about buying one, check and see under the rubber boot that houses the harness to see
if the wires have already been replaced On long rides I've been happy with the comfort and level
in which you can adjust the drivers seating position. Some complain they find the car
uncomfortable, but as the driver I don't. I have had my significant other tell me that on long
rides it wasn't super great with comfort for the passenger. For every amenity you get with the
price range these sell for, for model anyway, it's made me feel a little spoiled. Heated seats,
leather that has held up incredibly well for a now 10 year old car , heated and electric mirrors,
etc I have also seen in many of these that the coating and labeling on the interior knobs wears
off. Mine doesn't suffer from this issue either, and every time I've cleaned it I've done taking
care to make sure it stays that way. The cargo space is ample, and got even more so once I
realized that the backseats fold all the way down after lifting up the bottom of the seat first. My
only issue with this the one time I've needed it was that after remaining in that position for a few
days it left some pretty gnarly marks in the leather from where the backs of the seats rested
while pulled down - in the end however, it came out and all was well. Also it should be noted
that partly why the previous owners opted to sell the car was due to the fact that the back seats
don't have headrests. Not having children and rarely carrying more than two adults, this hasn't
been an issue for me. Odd that a wagon would not have this included. Gas mileage has been
better than advertised despite most of my day to day driving being inner city driving. Very
pleased with that. This reminds me however that when I purchased the car the caveat was a new
thermostat needed. I took it to my mechanic who then informed and showed me the lengths that
Ford went to to save space and weight to achieve the fuel economy it does. Some repairs are a
bit more complicated and time consuming than they might otherwise be with other models. In
my case, several other parts had to be removed to get to the thermostat adding to the labor
costs. Overall, I'm very happy with this car and hope I continue to be as it ages. I intend to keep
it around for a while Read less. Also i'm 6'1 and fit very well into the car with plenty of room to
spare may be a bit low to get into but not that bad,. First American car in 22 years. I have owned
and driven Toyotas for the last 22 years and experienced good value and quality. This Ford
product is an outstanding value. The drive and feel are exceptional. Gas mileage is above
average. I love the styling of the interior and exterior of the vehicle. The styling moved me to
Ford along with the fair acquisition cost. Its a nice fast city run-around car. Great on gas and is
fun to drive. On the highway, it drives smooth at high speeds. Had it for 6 years now and haven't
had any mechanical problems except that squeak. See all reviews of the Used Ford Focus. Write
a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the Focus. Sign Up. Each ranking was based on 9 categories. Here is
the summary of top rankings. This car is running great! Just took a two hour drive with no
issues! I attribute it to the previous owners care of the car. Its been great on gas and hasn't ever

given me any major issues. This car will be missed! I hope I can find it a good home. Great On
Gas â€” A little uncomfortable while driving long distances, but I also have a bad back. With the
gas mileage being so great I did not have much to complain about. I owned this car for three
years and have not had much trouble with the engine. Pros: Great gas mileage and very few
problems engine wise. The car is so quite when going over 60 mph. Cons: Two accidents, one
almost totaling the car. Long Distance Driver. Never left me stranded or anything and runs
smoothly. I just wish it had 4 doors, other than that perfect car, fits many things in the back. Gas
wise its very economical I saved lots of money on gas driving this car. Focus - A Few Months In.
Great MPG, averaging 49 overall and so far nothing has fallen off. Does exactly what is required.
For the money cheap I've been happy all the way. Pros: A bog stock Focus estate could never
be described as awesome, it does the job. Cons: The fact that I got the version of the radio
without bluetooth. Great for city driving and quite reliable. Turns on a dime. Maintenence issues
have been with minor things. My wife loves the trunk capacity since it fits her massage table.
The body still looks great. Pros: A great all around family car. Good body and runs great. I'm
constantly changing turn and brake signal bulbs in this car. A Tough Little Car â€” I was looking
for something a little better on gas than a mini van and I found it. Great little car and it was
cheap to run and for repairs which was minable. It was a wagon so it was a little more roomier
than a sedan which was very useful. Cons: no real complains, had to replace a throttle body, no
big deal. I have made small fixes with this car and it runs like a dream. It's very low maintenance
cost car which is also easy to fix even for the average car owner capabilities. Pros: Great
looking car. Easy to fix and cost effective to own. Cons: Small car wit a bit of a noisy interior
sound when driving. A Winner! I've successfully transported 3 kayaks and 4 bikes on camping
trips. This car has good pick up, is responsive, and is fun to drive. Primary Use: Utility towing
boats, transporting cargo, etc. Pros: Great gas mileage, lots of cargo space, very reliable, it's
the perfect camping car. I passed on this car when I realized Ford is still using the trouble-prone
PowerShift automatic transmission. FoMoCo may be rich enough to keep repairing them under
their customer satisfaction program Read More. Great car and great price. Has the features that
you need. Incredible value for the money. You get very similar performance with a Recaro
leather This car is very well built with many features that are on higher end cars for a more
competitive price. I love my Ford Focus. It has been one of the most reliable cars I have ever
owned. I have had mine for 8 years. The only things I have had to do to it is regular oil changes,
fluid fills, and replace The control arm baring is completely torn and is barely holding on.
Unsafe to test drive. I really satisfied,Friendly service, fair pric and great car. Is great on gas and
its very quick! I love this model. I even took a nap in the backseat!!! Love the car it smooth
comfortable couldnt ask for anything more Read More. Have you driven a Ford Focus? Rank
This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections.
GuruG3V7B writes:. Is this review helpful? Yes No. Nice little car. Rather noisy on the road,
handles OK. Good for second car. Roomy for large items to carry, back seat folds down to more
cargo space. Power Ranked Volkswagen Beetle 2. Front Seats Ranked Volkswagen Beetle 2.
Family Car Ranked Volkswagen Beetle 2. Value Ranked Volkswagen Beetle 2. Is this helpful?
Back Seats:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: great on gas, fun to drive. Cons: noisy on
highway. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Great gas mileage and very few problems
engine wise. Cinthia88 writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Great cute car, very
economical. Cons: two door car. Colin writes:. Cargo Capacity:. Primary Use: Commuting to
work Pros: A bog stock Focus estate could never be described as awesome, it does the job.
Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: A great all around family car. Primary Use: Family
transportation Pros: Reliable. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Great looking car. Cons:
Lacks headrests in the back seat. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 7 Ford Focus reviews.
Read all 3 Ford Focus reviews. Read all 5 Ford Focus reviews. Read all 4 Ford Focus reviews.
Read all 22 Ford Focus reviews. Cars compared to Ford Focus. Related Models For Sale. Other
Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Ford Focus to Related Models. Select Year Yes No Looking
for a Used Focus in your area? Smoother ride, more room for driver. Lots of standard features.
Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: great on gas, fun to drive Cons: noisy on highway 9 of
15 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Great cute car, very
economical Cons: two door car 5 of 9 people found this review helpful. Cons: The fact that I got
the version of the radio without bluetooth 7 of 10 people found this review helpful. Primary Use:
Family transportation Pros: Reliable Cons: no real complains, had to replace a throttle body, no
big deal 4 of 5 people found this review helpful. Cons: Small car wit a bit of a noisy interior
sound when driving 7 of 9 people found this review helpful. The Ford Focus is a wonderful small
car that's fun to drive, frugal with fuel and offered in such a wide variety of configurations it
would be hard not to find one that suits your needs. It debuted in with "New Edge" styling, a
roomy interior and excellent road manners. These qualities, plus a wide variety of

configurations, have made the Focus the best small car from a domestic manufacturer. It falls
behind the Civic and Corolla in terms of refinement and reliability, but the Ford Focus is still
worth considering for a fun and functional small car. The Ford Focus is available in four body
styles: a three-door ZX3 hatchback, a five-door ZX5 hatchback, a sedan and a wagon. The sedan
can be ordered in one of three trim levels, starting with the base LX model and going up to the
midlevel SE and highline ZTS trim. The ZX3 can be had in base, premium or power premium
trim, while the ZX5 allows for the choice between base, comfort and premium models. The base
drivetrain for LX models is a 2. This same drivetrain is standard in SE sedans, but ZTS sedans,
along with wagons and hatchbacks, get a more powerful horsepower 2. A four-speed automatic
is optional. Both engines provide adequate power, though the higher-output motor is the clear
choice for enthusiasts. Still not enough? Then maybe you should consider the SVT Focus.
Based on the ZX3, this hot hatch puts out horsepower and is equipped with an exclusive
six-speed manual transmission. The SVT Focus also comes with inch wheels, oversize
four-wheel disc brakes and a sport-tuned suspension to keep it glued to the road. For safety,
the Focus has ABS, traction control and stability control as optional equipment. NHTSA crash
test scores for the ZX3 are good with the car earning four stars in frontal impacts and front
side-impacts. The rear side-impact test, however, resulted in a very poor one-star rating for the
ZX3. However, the ZX5 and wagon also scored four stars for rear side impacts. Regardless of
trim, the Ford Focus offers a smooth ride quality and above-average handling ability. The
four-wheel fully independent suspension allows for noticeable body roll while cornering, but the
Focus stays planted and inspires confidence. The steering system is surprisingly quick, fluid
and responsive, always providing plenty of feedback from the road surface. Our experience with
our long-term ZX3 has proven to be more than satisfactory, and the SVT Focus, with its
aftermarket-sounding exhaust, short-throw shifter and optional audiophile sound system has
proven to be our favorite sport compact hatchback. The Focus is roomy for its class, offering
generous accommodations for its front and rear passengers. Inside you'll find plenty of
headroom. Some options usually not found in this segment include an in-dash six-disc CD
changer, MP3 player and a stability control system. Some may find the asymmetrical dash
layout odd, but the well-dampened controls and correct ergonomic placement should forgive
any faults. Available styles include SE 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford Focus. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Focus lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Seats aren't comfortable for everyone, below-average reliability. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Minor
changes are in store for the Ford Focus. Two new trim levels increase the breadth of prices for
Ford's economy car; a base trim for the three door hatchback renders air conditioning optional
and only comes with a manual transmission. For the five door hatchback, a tilt and telescoping
steering wheel, cruise control, front reading lights and a center console are available when you
step up to the comfort trim level from the base level. Heated front seats are a new option, as is a
traction control and ABS package. New colors for the exterior brighten up the color palette, and
the interior is freshened with two new fabric trims. Read more. Write a review See all reviews.
Focus for average people. Cheap to buy used, good solid reliability, few issues, good mileage,
fun to drive, very easy to service. I love this car. The only issue is that it is rough on tires. I
normally get about 40K out of a 60K tire. I average mpg in the winter and mpg the rest of the
year. I have miles on my car. I have not experienced many of the issues that others have, but
then I bought mine new and know what it has gone through. If you do the maintenance when the
owner's manual says to do it then you will have very few problems. Word to drivers the rotors
are not the best, but the pads are really good so if you have worn out your brake pads, that is on
you. I went 89K before having to change rotors and it was a mountain pass that did in the rear
brake pads. Read less. Still great after 13! I bought this car new and it is just as much fun to
drive over 3 years later. I have the Zetec engine, it has lots of pep and I get 25 mpg overall and
that's with over 20 stop lights between home and work. The original Firestone tires were The

back seat is roomier than I expected and the front is very comfortable. Huge trunk great for
travel. I love this car! Updating review 10 years later! I've owned my Focus nearly 13 years now
and can't complain. Nearly everything works like it did the day I bought it. Still a reliable, fun to
drive car. No major repairs. Throughout the years I've learned to buy very good tires because
this car is picky. It was terrible in snow so I invested in snow tires. The radio volume is getting a
bit unpredictable, it may increase when turning it down or decrease when turning up. That's the
biggest problem after all these years! Still a great car and I don't see any reason to replace it
anytime soon. I knew what I wanted initially: a small hatchback with good mpg and a manual
trans. However, I never expected to like it this much. The old saying that its more fun to drive a
slow car fast than a fast car slow Driving around town I find this car more satisfying than my hp
Mustang. Its reasonably peppy, doesn't have to be revved, and with the addition of a stiffer rear
swaybar, the handling is a blast. Tons of room too. On one trip I managed 3 people and a 50" tv.
On another, a full dresser. It's got k miles on it, so a few things are starting to go, but I'd say its
held up incredibly well. Couldn't be happier with my purchase! See all reviews of the Used Ford
Focus. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of
Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Focus. Sign Up. When we talk cars, especially
sporty ones, the first question always is: How fast is it? And we happily indulge your need by
providing the hard performance numbers that answer the question. But let's ask a different
question: How fast do you have to go to have fun? We'd argue that the answer is "not very. In
the case of the Ford Focus ZX3 pictured here, fun is 0 to 60 mph in 8. There's no typo there. The
Focus takes nearly twice as long as a Corvette Z06 to reach 60 and gives up 64 mph in top
speed. We've always suspected that speed does not necessarily equal fun, and at this year's
10Best contest, the Focus ZX3, which has been on that list for two years running, cemented the
thought. As we drove around our secret loop in different cars, we noticed an amazing fact: Our
speed in this Focus was very close to the speed in much faster cars such as the Chevrolet
Corvette Z On a public road, where most of us get 95 percent of our driving jollies, the fun is
complicated by the presence of people, pets, and other cars. As a result, speed is dictated more
by how much risk you're willing to take than the capability of the car. If the Corvette could talk,
it would have been laughing at the wankers behind its wheel as it sped around the loop barely
breathing. In the Focus, on th
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e other hand, we were flogging the bejeezus out of it. The point is, we were driving the Focus.
Now, our conclusion does not mean a slower car such as the Kia Spectra provides the same
low-speed jollies. It means the Focus ZX3 is a special little car. Developed in Europe, it is selling
well both here and abroad. With such a large volume worldwide sales for approached one
million cars -- Ford has been able to offer the Focus at a remarkably low price. Displacement: 21
cu in, cc Power: bhp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best
Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of Expand Collapse. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests.

